
9 stage temperature settings 
With 9 different settings, you can select the ideal 
cooking temperature for all types of foods, 
providing the perfect cooking result.

Boost function
The cooking zone selected boosts to the 
maximum power level and will
stay at that level for five minutes (unless 
deactivated).

Overflow cut off
Safety feature of the cooktop whereby the unit 
will shutdown if a pan is boiling over onto the 
controls or a damp cloth is placed on the 
controls.

Pot detection
Once a pot is placed in any zone, it will be 
detected and will heat up in the zone 
immediately. Once removed, the zone will cool 
down.

Locking function
Once a pot is placed in any zone, it will be 
Prevents children from accessing cooktop 
controls. User can either ‘lock’ the cooktop either 
whilst in operation or when it is off.

99 minute timer
Each zone has its own 99 minute timer function, 
a convenient and easy way to program cooking 
time.

Model: BIC950T

Zones: 5
Timers: All zones - 99 minutes
Auto heat up: Yes
Child lock: Yes
Residual heat indicator: Yes
Pause function: Yes
Pot detection: Yes
Overflow detection: Yes
Maximum current: 32amps
Connection 220 - 240V, 50Hz. 
Hardwire connection
Control type: Slide and touch

Power Rating: 
Front left and rear right:
Watts: 1400W/1800W 
Radius (mm): 160

Front right and rear left 
Watts: 2100W/2500W 
Radius: 200

Centre 
Watts: 2800W/3500W 
Radius: 250

Overall dimensions (mm): 56H x 890W x 
520D

Cut-out dimensions (mm): 860W x 490D

Key Features Specifications Dimensions

Warranty

BIC950T
90cm, Touch Control Induction Cooktop

*Due to continual product development the information provided is not final and may be subject to change.

* Measurements are within 2/3mm of factory tolerance. It is advisable to check dimensions of physical product when measuring for installations and before doing any cut outs. 

4 years


